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ROYAL INFIRMARY.

CLINICAL MEDICINE, &c.

Edinburgh, Nov. 18, 1826.
THE annus medicus, as the classical The-

bans of our college designate a portion of
the year dedicated to port and prelections,
commenced here on Tuesday with some
novelty of circumstance and innovation on
former arrangements. The steam-boats and
stage-coaches, from every point of the com-
pass, having deposited the future guardians
of the public health in their respective
"flats," the University has indeed pre-
sented, for some days back, an aspect of un-
profitable activity, such as you would sup-
pose might characterise an assemblage of
persons employed in the more profane avo-
cations of the world. The strange medley
of professional and mercantile speculation
which this gathering of the clans of Escu-
lapius brings into our view, exhibits a

dappled but rather interesting picture - of
studious life. On one side the spectator of
this busy scene is invited in the seductive

phraseology of advertisement, to become
master of all the " operations in surgery,"
for the trifling sum of three pounds, with a
drawback on the next course ; and solicited,
on the other hand, in terms equally tempt-
ing, to a bargain of " ready-made shirts,"
at the lowest cash prices. The portals of
our innumerable academies are thus daily
besieged by the rival pretensions of science
and the arts,-of tailors and teachers con-
tending for the decoration of the person,
and th6 improvement of the mind. If not
as a curiosity, at least as a testimony to
future ages of the degraded state of tuition I,
in Edinburgh, a collection of these hand-
bills should be preserved in crystal, and de-
posited amongst the archives of that Insti-
tution, through whose policy medicine has
been at length thus paraded in the streets,
placarded with all the odious emblems of

charlatanry. It is really a melancholy spec-
tacle to witness the number of deluded

young men whom this system of deception
has congregated, in the wards of the Royal
Infirmary, forcing their way by mere physi-
cal energy, to a distant acquaintance with
pathology. Only conceive, from two to

three hundred students crowded into one
apartment, their eyes staring, and their ears
set like those of hunted hares, endeavouring
to catch a far-off glimpse of a patient’s
physiognomy, or to collect the tones of a
clerk’s voice, drowned in the hum of such a
vast multitude. What an illustration does
this scramble for a diploma afford, of the
existing regulations of our colleges and hos-
pitals in Great Britain and Ireland ! While

most of our smaller, but not the less in-
structive establishments for the treatment of
disease, are comparatively abandoned; the
great mass of medical pupils are concen-
trated in one institution, which taking ad-
vantage of the ridiculous restrictions of
other colleges, presents a sort of general
asylum for the expatriated students of every
country. On this perverse system, a very
ingenious but unconscious comment was

given on Tuesday last, by Dr. Duncan, jun.,
in his introductory lecture to the clinical
course, who, as every one is aware, has long
signalized himself by his panegyrics on the
school of Edinburgh, in the " Blue Journal."
To do him justice, his exposition of the

new scheme adopted to obviate the objec-
tions to this preposterous humbug, was con-
ducted with considerable skill. His first

object, as a clinical lecturer, was of course
to impress his audience with the necessity
and importance of clinical instruction, and
he very properly termed this branch of edu-
cation, the end of all .medical science, the
application of all professional knowledge.
Having established, however, these points,
it might be expected that he would inform
his class, that Edinburgh was not the place
where his admonitions could be carried into
execution. Instead of this candid avowal,
following as a natural consequence from his
propositions on the subject, the concluding
part of his oration was devoted to the expla-
nation of a plan contrived by him and his co-
adjutors, to dole out the sportula of pathology
in the Royal Infirmary, so that each pupil ,

might come in for a share. Formerly, said
the cunning little Isaac," there were but
two clinical lectures delivered each week;
we were allowed but a certain number of
cases for illustration, and all the pupils
crowded into the wards at once along with
the physicians ; so that little advantage
could be derived from visits under such cir-
cumstances. We have therefore applied to
the patrons of the hospital for a more liberal
supply of cases; the students will divide
themselves into two equal parts, between
the two physicians ; instead of two lectures,
there will be four in the week, and thus
many of the disadvantages which were felt
under the old plan, will be entirely removed!
This is what has been called in vulgar lan-
guage, 

" letting the cat out of the bag " with
a vengeance ; but the Doctor was not pro-
bably aware of the deep wound which he was

, inflicting on his beloved " alma mater."
His audience, however, quite pleased with

the ingenuity of the proposal, rewarded him
with a cheer, and closing their note-books,
, departed for the demolition (it being then
five o’clock) of their beef-steaks and hodge-.
podge.

SCOTUS.


